
WCPF AV COMPETITION 2021 

Stephen Jones - ‘Alphabet Rap’ - 3rd in the Short Sequences section and 

Helen Jones - ‘You’;; Never Walk Alone’ - Highly Commended also in the Short Sequences section. 

No-one was more surprised than Stephen and myself with our placings in the above 
competition last Saturday. 

At Dorchester Camera Club we don’t have a dedicated AV group – the AVs 
presented by Dorchester members in the competition were all independent pieces of 
work. We do have an annual AV night however – the last one being in November 
2019.  

Ian Bateman had given us a talk on making AVs in September 2019 and this inspired 
many of our members to have a go.  We are also a very supportive club – 
competitive, yes, but we try to be friendly and inclusive and we go all-out to help and 
inspire each other. If someone wants to try making an AV there are plenty of people 
willing to give practical help and advice.   

We have an active closed Facebook group, a remote mentor scheme and a club 
Gmail so even if we can’t meet in person, our members can - and do - ask for advice 
in other ways. 

Our dedicated Club Members’ Evenings include AVs for feedback and as leaders of 
the Club’s Event Photography team, Stephen and I sometimes put together AVs of 
everyone’s work from different events to present to the rest of the club. So, although 
not a specific club activity, AVs do feature widely in our club life and we do have a 
large number of members who are willing to give things a go and to contribute to our 
Club nights rising to whatever challenge we set. 

Our Chairs set challenges too. Stephen’s “Alphabet Rap” AV came as a result of a 
challenge set by past Chair, John Tilsley in 2017, to photograph items resembling the 
letters of the alphabet in Dorchester and present them however we wished. All 
Steve’s photos for this AV were taken on a single evening dashing around 
Dorchester using a compact canon G16 camera.  

He would have liked to have re-taken them to improve on the photo quality before he 
entered this competition but obviously this was not allowed under lockdown rules. 
Once he had taken the photos for John’s challenge he had to find a way of 
presenting them and decided on an AV.  He searched Alphabet related songs and 
‘Alphabet Rap’ was the one that appealed!  He had fun making the start and finish 
slides. 

Likewise as current Chair I asked our members to put together ‘Life in Lockdown’ 
presentations for our first meeting back in September 2020. Once again, AVs were 
the favourite means of presentation and my “You’ll Never Walk Alone” AV was 
originally made for this evening.  The photographs come from an ever-growing 
library of lockdown photos. I have been documenting the stages of lockdown in 
Weymouth and Dorchester throughout the pandemic, from March 2020 to the current 



day – in line with whatever restrictions are in place. Some of these photos will 
become part of the Dorset County Museum lockdown archive.   

I listened to  a fair few songs but kept coming back to ‘You’ll Never walk Alone’ as 
nothing else really summed up the mood quite so well.  I used the original song and 
only realised recently that Captain Tom Moore had also released a version. I did re-
work the original AV before entering this competition to include some photos from 
lockdowns 2 & 3.   

All my photographs have had very little editing  – as documentary photos they should 
represent what I saw and be a true record. Most of my photos for this AV were taken 
on my tiny Canon G5X Mark ii which has a flip screen and which is perfect for street 
photography.  

Stephen and I both enjoy panelling and story-telling through photography and an AV 
is another way of doing this. We like the challenge of finding songs with interesting 
lyrics and a good rhythm and then choosing photos to fit, cutting them tightly to the 
lyric and the beat.  

We usually start with an idea followed by an evening or two listening to music on 
Spotify to try and find a song that will work with the theme and the photos. We then 
sort out a long list of photos and map out the story first before looking at timing and 
transitions. Sometimes we need to go out and find specific pictures once the AV is 
drafted out.  For this AV competition we did not use transitions because we were 
unsure how they would work over zoom.  

We make AVs for our own pleasure and records. We are documentary, people and 
event photographers and our AVs reflect these interests. To do well in a WCPF 
Competition was a huge bonus!  

Helen & Stephen Jones - Chair and members of Dorchester Camera Club 
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Some of the images which were used in Steven and Jane’s AV are shown on the 
accompanying two pages. 



Steven Jones’ Alphabet Rap Images 

Some of the Alphabet images used in Steven’s AV all cleverly 
cut to the beat of the music, creating a sequence that bounced 

along in a true lively rap manner! 
All photographed taken with a compact came 

Such clever, well observed letters of the alphabet.  All taken in one day too!



Helen Jones’ “You’ll Never Walk Alone” Lockdown Images. 

Just a few from the large body of work Helen amassed throughout the three Lockdowns,  
some of which are destined for the Dorset County Museum’s Lockdown archive. 

The emotive, well known song fitted really well with the mood and misery of these 
Lockdowns. 


